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WHO WE ARE
STEP is a Tanzanian-registered elephant research and conservation organization based in
southern Tanzania. Believing in the importance of strong protected areas and the welfare of
people living around their boundaries, we work with a range of partners towards long-term security
for elephants, a critical keystone and umbrella species of the ecosystems of Ruaha-Rungwa and,
Udzungwa and Selous.

VISION
Creating a long and peaceful future for elephants in southern Tanzania and for the ecosystems
on which they inter-depend.

MISSION
To secure a future for elephants in southern Tanzania by supporting elephant protection,
enhancing human-elephant coexistence, conducting research, and using advocacy.

OVERVIEW
This report covers STEP’s activities between January and December 2016, following four key
programmatic areas:
1. Supporting Elephant Protection
2. Enhancing Human-Elephant Coexistence
3. Applied Monitoring and Research
4. Advocacy and Outreach
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,
It is well understood by now that the last decade has been an unprecedented disaster for African
elephants, due to widespread and industrial-scale killing for the ivory trade. Southern Tanzania, once
a stronghold for elephants, has lost over half of its elephants. However, 2016 can be viewed overall
as a positive year for Tanzania’s elephants.
As we have seen on the ground, poaching of elephants in Tanzania has finally slowed, due to many
factors including reduced demand for ivory in China, at least partly related to their announcement of a
domestic ivory trade ban; the arrests and convictions of many poachers and some higher-level traders
by a dedicated Tanzanian Task Force; an increase in projects and partnerships to protect elephants
at the local level; and perhaps most importantly, increased political will to address the problem. For
the first time in a decade, there are reasons to be cautiously hopeful for the future. Nevertheless,
poaching continues, and elephants face a number of other threats to their survival.
STEP was founded in late 2014 as an attempt to contribute to the urgent task of building a secure and
peaceful future for elephants in southern Tanzania. We have come a long way in the last two-and-ahalf years, as we hope this report illustrates, but there will always be room to do more, and to do it
better. Our work can only ever be one part of the jigsaw, and working with the right partners is critical
to having a positive impact.
In a country where the human population is increasing at unsustainable levels (one million people per
year), we believe in both strong protected areas for wildlife, and the welfare of the people living around
these areas. We work closely with the Government, Protected Area staff, and communities to build
greater long-term capacity to protect southern Tanzania’s National Parks, Game Reserves, Nature
Reserves and Wildlife Management Areas. STEP’s aerial surveillance and monitoring program has
proved to be a key tool for detecting illegal activity. Through close coordination with ranger teams, who
are enabled to swiftly and efficiently respond on the ground to sightings, we are helping to keep these
areas safe. As funds allow, we hope to expand our aerial program over a larger area, and to develop
the surveillance strategy with our partners to be more closely linked to, and led by, intelligence.
Our targeted support for communities affected by elephants, involving beehive fences to protect crops,
and honey sales and micro-finance schemes to increase incomes, is leading to tangible changes in
attitudes back towards coexistence with wildlife. A key challenge is to turn this good will into intolerance
of poaching and active benefits for intelligence-led law enforcement. Also, for the long term, this
positivity has to be accompanied by wider environmental education and, in some cases, more
ecological land use planning at the village and landscape levels, including for restoration and
protection of wildlife corridors that are being lost.
Everything we do is guided by our monitoring and research programs, which are designed to help our
partners and us to be more effective at protecting elephants, to rapidly detect local poaching events
and trends, and to evaluate our strategic approach. In addition, our monitoring of over 1,500
individually known elephants will provide vital long-term data on the ecology and behaviour of Ruaha’s
elephants, and help us to understand the effects of poaching on their well-being.
There is so much to do, and we are committed to this cause for the long term. A world without
elephants is not a world worth living in. On behalf of the whole STEP team, I hope you enjoy this
report, and extend our sincere appreciation for all the support you give to our work. Onwards and
upwards!
Dr. Trevor Jones, Director, STEP
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PROJECT AREAS
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1. SUPPORTING ELEPHANT PROTECTION
Working with wildlife authorities to enhance protection for elephants and key ecosystems
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisition of new light aircraft (Zenith Sky Jeep) for surveillance and research flights
100 hours of aerial surveillance flown in 2016, covering >10,000 km2
Over 70 rangers trained in use of GPS units and GIS for rapid patrol mapping
300 person days of ranger patrols funded
Trials of novel ground surveillance technology
BUILDING SECURITY FOR ELEPHANTS

Elephant conservation is a national priority in Tanzania, as this country is home to the largest
population of elephants in East Africa. In addition to their important ecological role as keystone
species, elephants are recognized as an important source of national income via nature and
wildlife tourism in Tanzania. However, ivory poaching conducted by international organized
crime networks has reduced the country’s elephant population from 109,000 in 2009 to an
estimated 50,000 individuals in 2015. Poaching on such an industrial scale represents a huge
challenge to the managers of Tanzania’s elephant strongholds. Long-term, dedicated antipoaching and intelligence efforts are required to combat the network of poachers and ivory
traders that have decimated many populations over the last ten years. STEP supports protection
efforts by providing aerial surveillance and by building capacity for law enforcement in key
elephant habitats in southern Tanzania.

1.1 Ruaha-Rungwa Aerial Program
STEP has provided over 300 hours of aerial support in the Ruaha-Rungwa ecosystem since 2014,
improving elephant protection and supporting anti-poaching operations.
The year 2016 began with a concerted effort to raise funds for a new aircraft, after we lost our
previous microlight to a windstorm in late 2015. With generous donations from Lady Amelie
Klingspor, WWAR, IFAW-Netherlands, Vrienden van de Olifant, and private individuals, we
purchased a Zenith Sky Jeep in South Africa. The aircraft was flown solo to Tanzania by the
heroic Anette Kruger in August 2016.
In the dry season of 2016, the STEP pilot team flew 100 hours of aerial surveillance and elephant
monitoring flights covering >10,000 km2 in Ruaha National Park, Rungwa-Kizigo-Muhesi Game
Reserves, and MBOMIPA Wildlife Management Area. These flights have proven vital for locating
and reducing poaching activity. Observations from the air include poachers’ camps and trails,
elephant carcasses, timber cutting, mining sites, livestock, and encroachment, all of which are
rapidly communicated to ranger teams on the ground for action. Successes have included arrests
of poachers; closure of poaching and timber cutting camps, and illegal mines; seizure of illegally
grazed cattle; and removal of illegal farms and temporary settlements.
We also rehabilitated two remote airstrips to expand our bases of operation, and completed the
first phase of construction of a hangar for the aircraft’s home base in Iringa.
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STEP aircraft with ranger Rapid Response Team at Makwasa airstrip, Rungwa
GR

1.2 Supporting rangers and patrols in Rungwa Game Reserve, Selous Game Reserve,
and Kilombero Nature Reserve
STEP empowers rangers in their work protecting elephants and ecosystems in southern Tanzania
by providing technical support for patrol mapping and by facilitating ranger patrols. We train
rangers in the use of GPS units for recording patrols, and assist protection departments with rapid
mapping of ranger patrols and operations to analyse patrol outcomes and effectiveness, and
adapt law enforcement strategy accordingly. In 2016, STEP’s Conservation Technology Manager,
Frank Lihwa, trained 59 rangers from Rungwa Game Reserve, Kilombero Nature Reserve, and
Selous Game Reserve in the use of GPS units, and 30 rangers in the use of GIS for mapping
patrols.
In 2016, STEP supported a major expansion of urgently needed ground patrols in Kilombero
Nature Reserve – the home of kipunji, Abbott’s duiker and mountain-climbing elephants – funding
200 person days of patrols with help from WWF-Tanzania. We also funded 100 person days of
patrols in the Ruaha-Rungwa ecosystem to support anti-poaching operations and to protect
village farms from elephants.

Rungwa Game Reserve Rangers participating in GPS training
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2. ENHANCING HUMAN-ELEPHANT COEXISTENCE
Working with communities to reduce negative impacts of elephants and enhance rural incomes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three new farmers’ groups and beehive fence projects established near Selous,
Udzungwa, and Rungwa in 2016
Over 400 beehives provided to farmers’ groups since 2011
64 farmers trained in beekeeping in 2016
Three Village Savings and Loans Associations established with farmers’ groups
Two large-scale assessments of human-interactions in the Ruaha-Rungwa landscape
completed
Ongoing community monitoring of elephants on village lands
PEOPLE AND ELEPHANTS: ENHANCING COEXISTENCE

One of the major challenges to coexistence between people and elephants is elephant use of food
crops. Crop losses to elephants threaten the livelihoods, food security and well-being of rural
communities. In turn, elephant forays into farmland sometimes result in retaliatory and legal killings
of elephants under Problem Animal Control laws. For people and elephants to thrive in the longterm, it’s important to find ways to mitigate the impact of the animal on people’s lives and
livelihoods, and vice versa. STEP’s work with farmers’ groups in southern Tanzania aims to
enhance coexistence between people and elephants by empowering farmers to protect their farms
and by linking local livelihoods to elephant conservation.

2.1 Community beehive fence projects in Udzungwa, Selous, and Rungwa
In 2016, STEP supported the establishment of three new community beehive fence projects with
90 farmers in villages bordering Udzungwa Mountains National Park, Selous Game Reserve, and
Rungwa Game Reserve. Farmers’ groups responsible for managing the beehive fences were
successfully registered as Community-Based Organizations and, with the help of volunteers from
Raleigh International, three new beehive fences were built to protect farms and provide farmers
with additional income from elephant-friendly honey.
STEP also facilitated three days of beekeeping training for 64 farmers with the help of professional
beekeeper Dr. Danstan Kabialo of Tanzania Honey Council. This training enabled farmers to
conduct regular beehive and bee colony care, to increase beehive occupancy, and to harvest and
process honey.

Farmers Groups in Kilombero8receiving beekeeping training

STEP’s current beehive fence projects with Farmers Groups

2.2 Village Savings and Loans Associations and Entrepreneurship Training
To help buffer farmers financially from crop losses to elephants, we encourage farmers’ groups
to run community-based loans and insurance disbursement programs known as Village Savings
and Loans Associations (VSLAs). VSLAs provide group members with an opportunity for
investment and loans, as well as access to a group-run insurance fund in rural areas not served
by formal financial institutions. In 2016, three farmers’ groups formed Village Savings and Loans
Associations. By December 2016, farmers’ groups had raised over TSH 4 million and disbursed
over 60 loans to members to start small businesses and assist with household cashflow.
Volunteers from our partner Raleigh International delivered a successful entrepreneurship training
program to community members in two project villages, with an impressive 21 trainees awarded
loans for their business ideas at the end of the program.

2.3 Research on Human-Elephant Interactions in the Ruaha-Rungwa Ecosystem
Knowledge of the distribution and frequency of elephant impacts on people and livelihoods is
crucial to designing effective strategies for enhancing human-elephant coexistence. In 2016,
STEP carried out two surveys to encourage greater collaboration between communities, wildlife
management authorities, and conservation organizations in planning a targeted conservation
strategy to achieve human-elephant coexistence in the greater Ruaha-Rungwa ecosystem.
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In partnership with The Wildlife Connection, we conducted a landscape-scale assessment to
identify the forms and distribution of elephant impacts in 95 villages around Ruaha National Park
in 2015-2016. A key finding was that elephant impacts were localized in villages bordering Wildlife
Management Areas, while two-thirds of the survey area had not experienced contact with
elephants between 2014 and 2016. This assessment therefore helped to show that elephant
impacts in the Ruaha ecosystem could be managed by supporting farmers to implement crop
protection methods in a few priority areas.
STEP also surveyed human-elephant interactions in villages bordering the western boundary of
Rungwa, Kizigo and Muhesi Game Reserves in central Tanzania in 2016. Our survey identified
several villages affected by crop losses, elephant damage to food stores, and competition over
water sources shared by livestock and elephants. The assessment helped us to select villages
for coexistence interventions including beehive fences, elephant-proof granaries, and education
about elephant safety, and community monitoring of elephant movements and impacts.

English and Swahili reports are available at www.stzelephants.org/publications-news/articles-reports.

2.4 Community Monitoring of Elephants on Village Lands
STEP involves communities in studying elephant use of village lands via a community elephant
monitoring network for reporting elephant impacts and movements. In 2015-2016, we trained five
local elephant monitors selected by their fellow villagers to serve as point of contact for all
elephant incidents and to survey farms twice a week. Through this initiative, village communities
are building valuable datasets on human-elephant interactions which help to plan and evaluate
intervention strategies.
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3. ELEPHANT MONITORING AND RESEARCH
Monitoring of elephants in Ruaha and Udzungwa, assessing wildlife corridors
•
•
•
•
•

Over 100 days of elephant monitoring conducted in Ruaha National Park and 48 days in
Udzungwa Mountains National Park in 2016
>1500 elephants identified in STEP’s Ruaha Elephant ID Database
16 tour guides involved in Ruaha citizen science program
Continuing long-term study of elephant crop use and beehive fences in Udzungwa
Feasibility study of the Udzungwa-Selous wildlife corridor completed
APPLIED RESEARCH FOR ELEPHANT CONSERVATION

Scientific monitoring is crucial for understanding the status and conservation needs of elephant
populations. STEP’s scientific monitoring programs provide important data on elephant
distribution, seasonal movements, and corridors, and help to identify habitat threats and elephant
poaching hotspots. We are also documenting the consequences of poaching on elephant
populations. This information provides the foundation for the formulation of meaningful and
realistic conservation strategies, leading to more focused and effective law enforcement
interventions.
3.1 Ruaha Elephant Monitoring Program
STEP’s elephant monitoring program in Ruaha National Park aims to collect long-term data on
elephant population structure and reproduction, tusklessness, and ecological and social
dynamics. This systematic, ongoing study of elephants is designed to inform management and
policy decisions, and contribute to the basic understanding of elephants and conservation needs
in Ruaha-Rungwa. This work also contributes to elephant protection through increased
researcher and ranger presence, and we have designed our elephant monitoring program to
cover some of Ruaha’s most remote regions.
In 2016, we conducted over 100 days of elephant monitoring and vehicle transects throughout
Ruaha’s major rivers and habitats. Our monitoring dataset, the first on Ruaha’s elephants for
decades, indicates that the Ruaha basin is an important area for elephants year-round and that
there may be seasonal differences in elephant usage of Ruaha’s major rivers. Our data also
suggest that that elephants make considerable use of Ruaha’s miombo woodlands, especially
near mbuga drainage lines, a result with potential implications for aerial census methods.
STEP’s Ruaha Elephant ID Database, which includes >1500 individually identified elephants, has
proved valuable for documenting changes in population structure and tusklessness and for
monitoring individuals and families over time. Our research has found that the Ruaha elephant
population has seen a decline in the number of old adults and infants due to poaching pressure.
We have also found that Ruaha has a higher proportion of tuskless elephants compared to less
disturbed populations, and that this is a likely consequence of historic and current poaching.
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Map of monthly elephant monitoring transects in Ruaha National Park

STEP also continues to be part of a unique citizen science collaboration with Ruaha Carnivore
Project (RCP), North Carolina Zoo, Wildlife Conservation Society, and tourist lodges in Ruaha.
This citizen science program enables tour guides to collect data on carnivores, elephants, and
vultures using tablets and cameras. We have trained 16 guides from five lodges how to age and
identify elephants and how to take quality photographs of elephants for individual identification.
Guides submitted over 500 elephant sightings in 2015-2016, and have recorded fascinating
instances of lions hunting elephants and large wet season aggregations of elephants. Citizen
science is proving invaluable for documenting rare wildlife interactions and for involving guides in
our efforts to learn more about Ruaha’s important elephant population.

3.2 Udzungwa Elephant Monitoring Program
STEP and Udzungwa Mountains National Park (UMNP) began a joint monitoring program in 2015
using dung transects to study elephant distribution in Mwanihana forest and to assess the impacts
of disturbances such as poaching and logging on the local elephant population. One year on, our
monitoring has shown that Mwanihana forest provides important habitat for elephants, but that
elephants avoid areas with high levels of human disturbance. By funding rangers to accompany
our researchers on foot transects, we have helped to uncover timber logging operations and bring
about several arrests.
STEP also continues to run a long-term study on elephant crop use and the effectiveness of
beehive fences as a crop-loss reduction tool adjacent to Udzungwa Mountains National Park. Our
work has revealed that elephants visit farms year-round in this area due to irrigation farming, with
12

peaks in crop losses related to crop availability and maturation. Using camera traps, we found
that a large number of male elephants visit farms, suggesting that crop losses cannot be attributed
to a handful of habitual crop users. We have also documented significant reductions in crop losses
to elephants following the installation of beehive fences along the Udzungwa Mountains National
Park boundary.

Elephant dung transects and beehive fence monitoring in Udzungwa

3.3 Assessment of Udzungwa-Selous corridor
Connectivity between the Udzungwa and Selous ecosystems is of special conservation
importance for elephants, being a critical link between Tanzania’s southern and western
populations. STEP, in partnership with Udzungwa Ecological Monitoring Centre and Associazione
Mazingira, conducted a technical assessment of the viability of corridor restoration from
Udzungwa to Selous as a means to ensure long-term ecological connectivity and as a solution to
human-wildlife conflict. This included identification and preliminary mapping of potential corridor
routes based on a combination of ecological, socio-economic and political factors and
considerations, as well as outlining of options for corridor establishment, gazettement, restoration,
and management. We identified two corridor scenarios that are ecologically sensible and which
minimize potential negative effects on farmers and communities, and we believe that both have
viability for the long term. These findings were presented at a Workshop on the Development of
National Corridor Regulations hosted by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism and
USAID’s PROTECT Program in November 2016, and we are in consultation with the Government
and other partners on a long-term corridor initiative for this landscape.
STEP has many years of experience on this issue - Director Trevor Jones led the first nationwide
assessment of Wildlife Corridors in Tanzania in 2009 - and we are committed to supporting the
Government’s goal of protecting key corridors in the coming years.

3.4 Training
STEP’s elephant monitoring team benefited greatly from training in elephant demographic
assessment with the Amboseli Elephant Research Project, as well as a research exchange with
Save The Elephants in Kenya in 2015.
STEP has in turn provided training in elephant monitoring methods to fellow elephant researchers
and personnel from wildlife authorities. These include Donatus Gadiye from the Ngorongoro
Conservation Authority (2016), Msafiri Magumba and Natalia Casado from the Wildlife
Conservation Society (2015), and two Ecology Wardens from Ruaha and Katavi National Parks
(2015 & 2016).
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4. ADVOCACY AND OUTREACH
Supporting conservation education, providing technical advice, and engaging the public
•
•
•

Ruaha National Park visit and conservation education for 75 students from Lundamatwe
Secondary School
Ten elephant awareness-raising days held with village
Over 15 publications and technical reports from 2015-2016

4.1 Conservation Education and Ruaha National Park Visit for Students
STEP in collaboration with Lyra in Africa facilitated conservation education and a visit to Ruaha
National Park for 75 students and 10 teachers from Lundamatwe Secondary School in 2016. Our
Research and Education Officers taught students about Tanzania’s wildlife and the importance of
conservation. This education in the classroom was followed by a full-day safari to experience the
wilderness of Ruaha and see its amazing diversity of wildlife. Students learned about Ruaha’s
great variety of habitats and the fascinating biology and behaviour of its animals, as well as
STEP’s research on elephants in Ruaha. Feedback from students was very positive, and showed
that they had learned to recognized the importance of wildlife and enjoyed learning about animal
behavior and biology as a result of the program.

Students from Lundamatwe Secondary School visit Ruaha National Park

4.2 Outreach through community meetings and elephant awareness events
In 2016, STEP held over ten community meetings and awareness raising events in four villages
where we are working to enhance human-elephant coexistence. These meetings allowed
community members to identify elephant impacts in their villages, and enabled our team to
provide guidance and share methods for mitigating elephant impacts. In partnership with Raleigh
International, STEP and farmers groups also hosted four elephant awareness days to promote
the importance of elephant conservation and to share insights from STEP’s research into why
elephants visit farms and consume crops. These awareness days also allowed farmers to
showcase their work protecting village farms with beehive fences.
To celebrate World Elephant Day (12th August 2016), members of the STEP human-elephant
coexistence team spent the afternoon with 350 students from Msolwa Station Secondary School,
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located on the northwest boundary of Selous Game Reserve. Our team delivered a presentation
explaining why elephants are amazing animals, why we need to protect elephants against threats
such as ivory poaching and habitat loss, and how STEP works with farmers to enhance humanelephant coexistence. The afternoon made a profound impression on students - who did not know
much about elephants, and although they live so close to them most of them have never seen
one. It was heartening to hear many students expressing concerns and motivation to protect
elephants for future generations. It is a reason for hope that we met many young ambassadors
who are raising their voices for elephants.

Community events raise awareness about elephants and conservation

4.3 Reports, Articles and Publications
4.3.1 Journal articles
Jones T, Cusack J, Rocio P, Smit J, Mkuburo L, Baran P, Lobora A, Mduma S & Foley C (in
review) The demographic consequences of elephant poaching: insights from rapid population
assessments across space and time.
Smit J, Rocio P, Cusack J, Nowak K & Jones T (2017) Using camera-traps to study the
demography and behaviour of crop-raiding elephants. Oryx.
Rovero F, Owen N, Jones T, Canteri E, Lemma A & Tattoni C (2017) Camera trapping surveys
of forest mammal communities in the Eastern Arc Mountains reveal generalized habitat and
human disturbance responses. Biodiversity and Conservation, 1-17.
Smit J, Mndeme P, Kidibule J, Mndeme A, Nowak K & Jones T. Using camera-traps to study the
demography and behaviour of crop-raiding elephants in Udzungwa Mountains National Park,
Tanzania. Presentation to Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (TAWIRI) Conference, Arusha.
December 2015.

Jones T, Mkuburo L, Smit J. Demographic, ecological and behavioural Monitoring of elephants in
Ruaha National Park, Tanzania. Presentation to Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (TAWIRI)
Conference, Arusha. December 2015.
Bowkett AE, Jones T, Rovero F, Nielsen MR, Plowman AB, Stevens JR (2016) Genetic Patterns
in Forest Antelope Populations in the Udzungwa Mountains, Tanzania, as Inferred from NonInvasive Sampling. Journal of East African Natural History 104 (1-2), 91-125
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Gereau RE, Cumberlidge N, Hemp C, Hochkirch A, Jones T et al (2016) Globally threatened
biodiversity of the Eastern Arc mountains and coastal forests of Kenya and Tanzania. Journal of
East African Natural History 105 (1), 115-201
Marshall AR, Figueiredo RJRL, Gereau RE, Abeid Y, Ahrends A, Jones T et al (2016) Evaluating
the Habitat of the Critically Endangered Kipunji Monkey. Journal of East African Natural History
104 (1-2), 169-193
FP Jensen, L Dinesen, DC Moyer, EA Mulungu, T Jones (2016) Notes on distribution and
behaviour of the Rufous-winged Sunbird Cinnyris rufipennis. Scopus 36 (2), 37-41

4.3.2 Book Contributions
Roberts, G. Voices from the Savannah. Gary Roberts Photography. 2016.
Scharff N, Rovero F & DeNardo C. Udzungwa: Tales of Discovery in an East African Rainforest.
Natural History Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen. 2015.

4.3.3 Technical reports
Southern Tanzania Elephant Program and Wildlife Connection (2016) Towards Human-Elephant
Coexistence in the Ruaha Ecosystem: An assessment of human-elephant interactions, elephant
corridors, and community attitudes around Ruaha National Park, Tanzania. Technical report.
Southern Tanzania Elephant Program (2016) A Rapid Assessment of Human-Elephant
Interactions along the Western Boundary of Rungwa-Kizigo-Muhesi Game Reserves. Technical
report.
Southern Tanzania Elephant Program and Associazione Mazingira (2016) MwanihanaMagombera Corridor Viability Study. Technical report.
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5. FINANCIAL SUMMARY
In 2016, STEP’s total expenditure was USD 226,241. The largest share (45%) was spent on
protection work, including STEP’s aerial program, ranger support, and patrol assistance. STEP’s
research and monitoring program was 21% of total expenditure, and includes two ongoing, longterm elephant monitoring programs in Ruaha and Udzungwa, and a corridor feasibility study. Our
human-elephant coexistence work amounted to 18% of expenditure, and included a large-scale
survey of human-elephant interactions in Ruaha-Rungwa, establishment of three new farmers’
groups, provision of beehives, and local elephant crop-use monitoring programs in project
villages. In 2016, 10% of expenditure was spent on advocacy and education, including a park
visitation and conservation education program, and support for advocacy efforts within Tanzania.
Our overheads accounted for only 6% of expenditure.

$22,672
10%

$13,048
6%

$100,918
45%

$41,278
18%

$48,325
21%

Protection
Human-elephant coexistence
Overheads

Monitoring and Research
Advocacy

Note: The expenditure per program includes the costs of fieldwork and operations, equipment,
and associated staff salaries.
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Interested in supporting STEP?
You can donate online at:
www.step.betterplace.org
Or send us an email at
info@stzelephants.org
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